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     
       
  
       




sin , cos P
 
(6.)
                    sin sin cos cos cos x B B B   (7.) 
                   sin cos cos sin sin x B B B   (8.) 
     B B cos sin      8 7   (9.) 













































































































































































     D   (12.) 
         D s   (13.) 
  1
2 2    s   (14.) 




















































































































 D NB  NV 
0.284  120  3  1 
0.176  240  3  2 
0.128  360  3  3 
0.337  90  4  1 
0.217  180  4  2 
0.161  270  4  3 
0.128  360  4  4 
0.379  72  5  1 
0.253  144  5  2 
0.191  216  5  3 
0.153  288  5  4 
0.128  360  5  5 
0.415  60  6  1 
0.284  120  6  2 
0.217  180  6  3 
0.176  240  6  4 
0.149  300  6  5 























































































































































































































    clf 
    axis([-1,1,-1,1]) 
 axis  square 
 axis  manual 
    axis off 
 hold  on 
     for itheta=1:nblade 
  theta=(itheta-1)*2*pi/nblade; 
  x=[0]; 
  y=[0]; 
  phi=0; 
  while  phi<phimax 
            xv=mu*phi+cos(psibr+theta-phi); 
            yv=sin(psibr+theta-phi); 
            x=[x,xv]; 
            y=[y,yv]; 
            phi=phi+dphi; 
  end 
%---------------------------------------------------- 
% Plot Vortex Trail 
  plot(y,-x,icol(1+mod(itheta,6))) 
 end 
%----------------------------------------------------     








%----------------------------------------------------    





str1(1)={['N = ',num2str(nblade)]}; 
str1(2)={['\mu = ',num2str(mu)]}; 



































    clf 
    axis([-1,1,-1,1]) 
 axis  square 
 axis  manual 
    axis off 
 hold  on 
    psibr=(iframe-1)*dpsibr; 
 for  itheta=1:nblade 
  theta=(itheta-1)*2*pi/nblade; 
  x=[0]; 
  y=[0]; 
  phi=0; 
  while  phi<phimax 
            xv=mu*phi+cos(psibr+theta-phi); 
            yv=sin(psibr+theta-phi); 
            x=[x,xv]; 
            y=[y,yv]; 
            phi=phi+dphi; 
  end 
%---------------------------------------------------- 
% Plot Vortex Trail 
  plot(y,-x,icol(1+mod(itheta,6))) 
 end 
%----------------------------------------------------     
    plot(xdisc,ydisc,'w','linewidth',1);% Draw Disc Perimeter 








%----------------------------------------------------    
% Draw Centre of Local Rotation 
 
    plot(-
mu,0,'d','MarkerEdgeColor','w','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerSize',5); 
%---------------------------------------------------- 











































    clf 
    axis([-rdisc,rdisc,-rdisc,rdisc]) 
 axis  square 
 axis  manual 
    axis off 
 hold  on 
    psibr=(iframe-1)*dpsibr; 
 for  itheta=1:nblade 
  theta=(itheta-1)*2*pi/nblade; 
  x=[0,xcrnk*cos(psibr+theta)]; 
  y=[0,xcrnk*sin(psibr+theta)]; 
  phi=0; 
  while  phi<phimax 
            xv=mu*phi+cos(psibr+theta-phi)+swp1*sin(psibr+theta-phi); 
            yv=sin(psibr+theta-phi)-swp1*cos(psibr+theta-phi); 
            x=[x,xv]; 
            y=[y,yv]; 
            phi=phi+dphi; 









% Plot Vortex Trail 
  plot(y,-x,icol(1+mod(itheta,6))) 
 end 
%---------------------------------------------------- 
% Draw Disc Perimeter     
    plot(xdisc,ydisc,'w','linewidth',1); 
%---------------------------------------------------- 
% Draw Text Box 
    str1=['\mu = ',num2str(mu)]; 
    s=char(str1); 
 text(1,1,s,'Fontsize',16,'Color','black','FontWeight','Bold','Bac
kgroundColor',[.7 .9 .7],'Edgecolor','black'); 
%----------------------------------------------------    
% Draw Centre of Local Rotation 





















%   Program BVI 2D - Single Shot 
% 










for ipsib=1:npsib % Control Point Blade Azimuth Stepping 
psib=(ipsib-1)*360/npsib; 
psibr=psib*pi/180; 




    while phi<phimax % Moving Down Vortex Trail 
            if phi==0 & theta==0 % Trivial Root 
                x=1; 
                S=['k','.']; 
                xplt=x*cos(psibr); 
                yplt=x*sin(psibr); 
                plot(yplt,-xplt,S); 
            end 
            fold=mu*phi*sin(psibr)-sin(theta-phi); 
            while abs(dphi)>dphitol %Iteration within Tolerance? 
                phi=phi+dphi; 
% ??????????????????????????????????????????? 
                if phi>phimax 
                    break % Break Out of Inner While Loop when Far 
Enough Down Vortex Trail 
                end 
% ??????????????????????????????????????????? 
                fnew=mu*phi*sin(psibr)-sin(theta-phi); 
                if fold*fnew<0 % Stepped over Root? 
                    dphi=-0.1*dphi; 
                end 
                fold=fnew; 
            end %Iteration within Tolerance? 
             
% ???????????????????????????????????????????       
            if phi>phimax 
                    break % Break Out of Outer While Loop when Far 
Enough Down Vortex Trail 








% ???????????????????????????????????????????             
            if abs(cos(psibr))>0.5 
                 
                x=(mu*phi+cos(psibr+theta-phi))/cos(psibr); 
            else 
                x=sin(psibr+theta-phi)/sin(psibr); 
            end 
            dphi=pi/9; 
            phi=phi+dphi; 
            if x*(x-1)<0 
                xplt=x*cos(psibr); 
                yplt=x*sin(psibr); 
                S=[icol(mod(itheta,6)),'.']; 
                plot(yplt,-xplt,S')     
            end 
    end % Moving Down Vortex Trail 
  end % Vortex Blade Azimuth Stepping 







ize',5);% Draw Centre of Local Rotation 
 
str1(1) = {['N = ',num2str(nblade)]}; 















%   Program BVI2MOV 
% 
%   Plan View of Rotor Disc & BVI - for a range of Advance Ratios - + 
Movie 
%   Creation 
% 









for iframe=1:nframe % Movie Frame Loop 
    clf 
        psidisc=linspace(0,2*pi,73); % Draw Disc Perimeter 
        xdisc=cos(psidisc); 
        ydisc=sin(psidisc); 
        plot(xdisc,ydisc,'w','linewidth',2);% Draw Disc Perimeter 
        hold on 
    mu=iframe/nframe*.5; 
        xcor=-mu; 
        ycor=0; 
        
plot(xcor,ycor,'d','MarkerEdgeColor','w','MarkerFaceColor','w','MarkerS
ize',5);% Draw Centre of Local Rotation 
      hold on 
    phimax=2/mu; 
  for ipsib=1:npsib % Control Point Blade Azimuth Stepping 
        psib=(ipsib-1)*360/npsib; 
      psibr=psib*pi/180; 
        for itheta=1:nblade % Vortex Blade Azimuth Stepping 
  theta=(itheta-1)*2*pi/nblade; 
  phi=0; 
  dphi=pi/9; 
      while phi<phimax % Moving Down Vortex Trail 
                if phi==0 & theta==0 % Trivial Root 
                    x=1; 
                    S=['w','.']; 
                    xplt=x*cos(psibr); 
                    yplt=x*sin(psibr); 
                    hold on 
                    plot(yplt,-xplt,S); 
                end 
                fold=mu*phi*sin(psibr)-sin(theta-phi); 








                    phi=phi+dphi; 
 %  ??????????????????????????????????????????? 
                    if phi>phimax 
                        break % Break Out of Inner While Loop when Far 
Enough Down Vortex Trail 
                    end 
 %  ??????????????????????????????????????????? 
                    fnew=mu*phi*sin(psibr)-sin(theta-phi); 
                    if fold*fnew<0 % Stepped over Root? 
                        dphi=-0.1*dphi; 
                    end 
                    fold=fnew; 
                end %Iteration within Tolerance? 
                 
  % ???????????????????????????????????????????       
                if phi>phimax 
                        break % Break Out of Outer While Loop when Far 
Enough Down Vortex Trail 
                    end 
  % ???????????????????????????????????????????             
                if abs(cos(psibr))>0.5 
                     
                    x=(mu*phi+cos(psibr+theta-phi))/cos(psibr); 
                else 
                    x=sin(psibr+theta-phi)/sin(psibr); 
                end 
                dphi=pi/9; 
                phi=phi+dphi; 
                if x*(x-1)<0 
                    xplt=x*cos(psibr); 
                    yplt=x*sin(psibr); 
                    S=[icol(mod(itheta,6)),'.']; 
                    hold on 
                    plot(yplt,-xplt,S') 
                end 
      end % Moving Down Vortex Trail 
    end % Vortex Blade Azimuth Stepping 
  end % Control Point Blade Azimuth Stepping 
  title(['Mu = ',num2str(mu,'%5.3g')]); 
 axis  equal 
    axis off 
 M(iframe)=getframe(gcf); 












%   Program BVI 3D View - Single Shot 
% 






















erSize',5);% Draw Centre of Local Rotation 
for ipsib=1:npsib % Control Point Blade Azimuth Stepping 
psib=(ipsib-1)*360/npsib; 
psibr=psib*pi/180; 
    for itheta=1:nblade % Vortex Blade Azimuth Stepping 
    theta=(itheta-1)*2*pi/nblade; 
    phi=0; 
    dphi=pi/9; 
        while phi<phimax % Moving Down Vortex Trail 
            if phi==0 & theta==0 % Trivial Root 
                x=1; 
                S=['k','.']; 
                xplt=x*cos(psibr); 
                yplt=x*sin(psibr); 
                zplt=0; 
                plot3(yplt,-xplt,zplt,S); 
            end 
            fold=mu*phi*sin(psibr)-sin(theta-phi); 
            while abs(dphi)>dphitol %Iteration within Tolerance? 
                phi=phi+dphi; 
% ??????????????????????????????????????????? 
                if phi>phimax 
                    break % Break Out of Inner While Loop when Far Enough 
Down Vortex Trail 









                fnew=mu*phi*sin(psibr)-sin(theta-phi); 
                if fold*fnew<0 % Stepped over Root? 
                    dphi=-0.1*dphi; 
                end 
                fold=fnew; 
            end %Iteration within Tolerance? 
             
% ???????????????????????????????????????????       
            if phi>phimax 
                    break % Break Out of Outer While Loop when Far Enough 
Down Vortex Trail 
                end 
% ???????????????????????????????????????????             
            if abs(cos(psibr))>0.5 
                 
                x=(mu*phi+cos(psibr+theta-phi))/cos(psibr); 
            else 
                x=sin(psibr+theta-phi)/sin(psibr); 
            end 
            dphi=pi/9; 
            phi=phi+dphi; 
            if x*(x-1)<0 
                xplt=x*cos(psibr); 
                yplt=x*sin(psibr); 
                zplt=-mu*phi; 
                S=[icol(mod(itheta,6)),'.']; 
                plot3(yplt,-xplt,zplt,S')     
            end 
        end % Moving Down Vortex Trail 
    end % Vortex Blade Azimuth Stepping 




str1(1)={['N = ',num2str(nblade)]}; 
str1(2)={['\mu = ',num2str(mu)]}; 
  
text(-1.5,-1,0.5,str1,'Color','k','BackgroundColor',[.7 .9 
.7],'EdgeColor', ','Margin',5);  'k













%   Program BVI3DMOV - 3D BVI Calculation - 3rd Dimension is Vortex Age 
%    
%   Movie Creqation with Increasing Advance Ratio - With Vertical Line 
through Instantaneous Centre of Rotation 
% 









for iframe=1:nframe % Movie Frame Loop 
    clf 
    axis([-1,1,-1,1,-1,1]) 
    axis equal 
    axis manual 
    axis off 
    hold on     
    mu=iframe/nframe*.5; 
    phicor=(1/mu^2-1)^.5; 
        xcor(1)=-mu; 
        ycor(1)=0; 
        zcor(1)=0; 
        xcor(2)=-mu; 
        ycor(2)=0; 
        zcor(2)=-2; 
        plot3(xcor,ycor,zcor,'Color','y','linewidth',2);% Draw Locus of 
Centre of Local Rotation 
        hold on 
    phimax=2/mu; 
    for ipsib=1:npsib % Control Point Blade Azimuth Stepping 
        psib=(ipsib-1)*360/npsib; 
        psibr=psib*pi/180; 
        for itheta=1:nblade % Vortex Blade Azimuth Stepping 
        theta=(itheta-1)*2*pi/nblade; 
        phi=0; 
        dphi=pi/9; 
            while phi<phimax % Moving Down Vortex Trail 
                if phi==0 & theta==0 % Trivial Root 
                    x=1; 
                    S=['w','.']; 
                    xplt=x*cos(psibr); 
                    yplt=x*sin(psibr); 
                    zplt=0; 
                    hold on 
                    plot3(yplt,-xplt,zplt,S); 








                fold=mu*phi*sin(psibr)-sin(theta-phi); 
                while abs(dphi)>dphitol %Iteration within Tolerance? 
                    phi=phi+dphi; 
    % ??????????????????????????????????????????? 
                    if phi>phimax 
                        break % Break Out of Inner While Loop when Far 
Enough Down Vortex Trail 
                    end 
    % ??????????????????????????????????????????? 
                    fnew=mu*phi*sin(psibr)-sin(theta-phi); 
                    if fold*fnew<0 % Stepped over Root? 
                        dphi=-0.1*dphi; 
                    end 
                    fold=fnew; 
                end %Iteration within Tolerance? 
                 
    % ???????????????????????????????????????????       
                if phi>phimax 
                        break % Break Out of Outer While Loop when Far 
Enough Down Vortex Trail 
                    end 
    % ???????????????????????????????????????????             
                if abs(cos(psibr))>0.5 
                     
                    x=(mu*phi+cos(psibr+theta-phi))/cos(psibr); 
                else 
                    x=sin(psibr+theta-phi)/sin(psibr); 
                end 
                dphi=pi/9; 
                phi=phi+dphi; 
                if x*(x-1)<0 
                    xplt=x*cos(psibr); 
                    yplt=x*sin(psibr); 
                    zplt=-mu*phi; 
                    S=[icol(mod(itheta,6)),'.']; 
                    hold on 
                    plot3(yplt,-xplt,zplt,S') 
                end 
            end % Moving Down Vortex Trail 
        end % Vortex Blade Azimuth Stepping 
    end % Control Point Blade Azimuth Stepping 
    psidisc=linspace(0,2*pi,73); % Draw Disc Perimeter 
    xdisc=cos(psidisc); 
    ydisc=sin(psidisc); 
    zdisc=zeros(1,73); 
    plot3(xdisc,ydisc,zdisc,'w','linewidth',2);% Draw Disc Perimeter 
    hold on 
    str1(1)={['N = ',num2str(nblade)]}; 
    str1(2)={['\mu = ',num2str(mu)]}; 
    %text(-1.5,-1,0.5,str1,'Color','k','BackgroundColor',[.7 .9 
.7],'EdgeColor','k','Margin',10); 
    %axis equal 
    title(str1(2)); 
    view(50,45); % 3D View 
    %view(0,90); % Plan View 
    %view(90,0); % Side View    
    M(iframe)=getframe(gcf); 












%   Cycloid Generation 
% 
%   SJN 27/1/08 
% 
n=3; %   No. of Turns 
boa=1.5; %   Ratio of Point Radius to Circle Radius (<1 Curtate / =1 Normal 










title(['Generating Point Radius = ',num2str(boa)]); 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 